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ABSTRACT
The goal of this work is to provide an abstraction of ideal
sound environments to a new emerging class of Mobile Multi-
speaker Audio (MMA) applications. Typically, it is challeng-
ing for MMA applications to implement advanced sound fea-
tures (e.g., surround sound) accurately in mobile environ-
ments, especially due to unknown, irregular loudspeaker con-
figurations. Towards an illusion that MMA applications run
over specific loudspeaker configurations (i.e., speaker type,
layout), this work proposes AMAC, a new Adaptive Mobile
Audio Coordination system that senses the acoustic charac-
teristics of mobile environments and controls individual loud-
speakers adaptively and accurately. The prototype of AMAC
implemented on commodity smartphones shows that it pro-
vides the coordination accuracy in sound arrival time in sev-
eral tens of microseconds and reduces the variance in sound
level substantially.
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INTRODUCTION
Accurate sound reproduction - as close to the original sound
as possible - creates a rich, engaging user experience. Music
fans would like to listen to music on fine-tuned high-end au-
dio systems, embracing the feeling of being at a live concert.
The widespread use of mobile devices opens an opportunity
to enable a new class of applications, namely Mobile Multi-
speaker Audio (MMA) applications; they utilize loudspeakers
on multiple mobile devices to deliver immersive in-situ sound
reproduction even in poor acoustic settings (e.g., outdoors).
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Imagine a group of friends on a camping trip to a mountain.
After dinner, one suggests watching an action movie together.
They find no video/audio equipment at the camping site but
the loudspeakers on their own smartphones. They have lit-
tle expertise and experience for audio set-up. They would be
happy with a click-away construction of a spectacular sur-
round sound for the movie through a MMA support.

Over several decades, many advanced acoustical techniques
have been developed for immersive sound reproduction [33].
Sound spatialization is one of the key acoustical techniques
to enrich sound reproduction quality, by creating a feeling of
a certain location and movement of sound [2]. To reproduce
such sound features, various multichannel systems, from 5.1
channel to USC 10.2 and NHK 22.2, as well as holographic
reproduction system [10, 18] have been suggested. The sound
systems typically simulate two most important auditory cues
in human sound perception: the difference in sound arrival
time and the difference in sound pressure level1 requiring a
high precision control over both arrival time (less than 1ms)
and level (as accurate as possible).

A common, traditional requirement for enabling the highly-
accurate acoustic control on these systems is that loudspeaker
configurations should be pre-defined at specific locations with
a specific type of loudspeakers. Recently, lots of attempts
have been made to overcome this limitation, by introduc-
ing the object-oriented scheme in audio codecs [7] and de-
signing sound renderers that can synthesize the key audi-
tory cues with flexible loudspeaker locations [28]. Moreover,
many home theater systems [1, 27, 31] calibrate speakers au-
tomatically to deal with room acoustic problems, while often
employing special measurement tools such as measurement-
grade mics.

This work aims to provide an illusion that MMA applica-
tions run over conventional loudspeaker configurations (i.e.,
home theater systems) in mobile environments. This requires
to deal with several factors. First, mobile devices can be arbi-
trarily placed with different distances from a listener, forming
an irregular layout. Second, a group of users often have het-
erogeneous mobile devices, leading to the different acoustic
characteristics (i.e., audio output power) of embedded loud-
speakers. The sounds traveling along different paths can ex-

1Sound pressure level, sound level for short, is an acoustic pressure
of a sound relative to a reference level (e.g., the threshold of hear-
ing). It is logarithmically measured in decibels (dB).



perience asymmetric acoustic effects such as diffraction and
reflection, depending on room configuration. Auto calibration
techniques can be adopted to address the above factors for
high precision sound control, while raising new additional
challenges. In mobile situations, acoustic environments can
vary dynamically due to the mobility of users and/or devices.
This entails to perform sensing and calibration continuously
and seamlessly. In addition, commodity mobile devices gen-
erally come with little support for high precision sound con-
trol. For instance, they typically offer a coarse-grained accu-
racy in clock synchronization (i.e., several milliseconds) and
often yield large and unpredictable delays in audio playback.

Thus, the goal of this work is to provide an abstraction of vir-
tual sound environments that can simplify the development of
MMA applications. The key underlying technology to sup-
port this new abstraction is the ability to sense the acous-
tic characteristics of the physical sound environments and
coordinate each individual audio player adaptively based on
the observation. For sensing, it captures loudspeaker-specific
characteristics (e.g., clock deviation, acoustic impedance)
and layout/room-specific properties (e.g., propagation de-
lay, sound level attenuation). For coordination, it provides
finer-grained and continuous audio stream control (e.g., ar-
rival time synchronization and frequency-specific sound level
equalization). Thus, whichever loudspeakers are used, wher-
ever they are placed, those techniques are able to deliver au-
dio signals to a listener at designated arrival times and with
intended sound pressure levels as accurate as possible to im-
plement advanced acoustical techniques for mobile environ-
ments.

Contribution. To this end, this work proposes AMAC, a new
Adaptive Mobile Audio Coordination system with the follow-
ing contributions:

• It presents a design of AMAC to support the virtual acous-
tic environment abstraction by creating an illusion that
MMA applications play audio through a set of homoge-
neous loudspeakers placed in a regular layout with sym-
metric acoustic effects.

• It provides a prototype implementation of AMAC, along
with evidences that AMAC enriches sound reproduction
quality that were previously very difficult on commodity
mobile devices. A new API introduced by AMAC enables
MMA applications to maintain the coordination accuracy
in sound arrival time in the order of tens of microsecond
and hold a high degree of accuracy in sound level coordi-
nation, adapting to the different acoustic characteristics of
mobile environments.

• It demonstrates the effectiveness of AMAC with our MMA
application prototype, MobileTheater2, for movie playback
with 5.1 surround sound. Our experience with real users
is positive. Users report that AMAC helps to create much
more immersive experience for music listening and movie
watching.

2See http://cps.kaist.ac.kr/mobile maestro for a video illustrating a
movie playing back with the surround sound by MobileTheater.

We anticipate that with the multi-speaker audio API we pro-
vide in this paper, many more MMA applications can be eas-
ily developed.

BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES
In this section, we describe an emerging class of mobile
multi-speaker audio (MMA) applications, outline human
sound perception, and present challenges in supporting MMA
applications.

Emerging MMA Applications
The widespread use of mobile devices offers an attractive op-
portunity to enrich sound reproduction through a configura-
tion of multiple loudspeakers. Each individual loudspeaker
can emit audio signals, collectively achieving various acous-
tic effects. Building upon this opportunity, we envision a class
of MMA applications will continue to evolve delivering a new
experience of in-situ listening.

1) Contemporary. Recently, some commercial mobile sys-
tems (e.g., Samsung GroupPlay [30]) were introduced to play
the same song on multiple loudspeakers to simply amplify the
sound volume beyond the limit of a single speaker. This can
help to enrich in-situ user experience. For example, a group
of fans at a noisy stadium can boost their excitement singing
together a cheering song accompanied loudly by multiple mo-
bile devices.

2) Emerging. Emerging MMA applications can offer ad-
vanced sound features, such as multichannel surround
sound [17], directional sound [8], and noise cancellation [9,
14]. As an example, for 5.1 surround sound, each of six
mobile devices can play their own audio channel to jointly
deliver proper sound spatialization and amplification. Some
movie fans can experience an increase in positive emotion
when watching their favorite movie scenes at film locations
(e.g., watching Hogwarts dining hall scenes in Harry Potter
at the University of Oxford) with a richer sound effect.

Understanding Human Auditory Perception
Humans can judge the location of a sound source primarily on
the basis of two complementary auditory cues: the interaural
level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD).
This psychoacoustic principle, called duplex theory [5], has
been intensively studied for the source localization. In partic-
ular, various acoustic techniques that can relate ILD/ITDs to
sound arrival level difference between multiple loudspeakers
have been suggested (e.g., stereophonic law of sine [3] and
tangent [4]). The possible variations of ITD and ILD due to
the sound source movement depend on the size of the head
and frequency, but in most cases, ITD changes within ±1ms
range and ILD change occurs within ±20dB scale. In detail,
the ILD change of 5dB can occur when the direction of a
sound source changes from 0◦ to 30◦ at 2.5kHz.

Another important auditory effect appears when multiple cor-
related sounds arrive within the range of 1ms and 30ms after
the first-arriving sound. An auditory event is then dominantly
localized by the first-arriving sound and the delayed sounds
are perceived as the reverberation of the first sound, when ar-
riving up to 10dB louder than the first sound [21]. The rever-
beration sounds work positively creating a feeling of natural



sound ambience without affecting the sound localization. So,
the effect can be used for audio systems to enhance loudness
keeping a desired location.

Requirement. As such, humans perceive diverse high-quality
acoustic features based on subtle difference in sound arrival
time and level. Thus, in order to reproduce the designated im-
mersive sound effect, audio systems require a high degree of
accuracy in inter-speaker sound arrival time (up to 1ms) and
inter-speaker sound arrival level (as accurate as possible).

Challenges for Enabling MMA Applications
Conventional audio systems recommend specific loudspeaker
configurations to meet the requirements for optimum sound
quality. In case of the 5.1 channel surround, for example, it
is proposed to have six speakers of the same type and keep
reference distance from listeners for all speakers [17]. How-
ever, such configurations are hardly supported for MMA ap-
plications, and this makes it challenging to meet the acous-
tic requirements in mobile environments due to the following
reasons:

• Different acoustic environments. In many in-situ envi-
ronments, users can utilize mobile devices as loudspeak-
ers at different locations, such as indoor or outdoor places,
leading to different room acoustics (i.e., diffraction, in-
terference, and reflection) [20]. Those loudspeakers can
be placed arbitrarily at different distances from listeners,
forming an irregular speaker layout. Since many different
users are equipped with different mobile devices, MMA
applications will run over heterogeneous mobile devices in
most situations. Thus, in mobile environments, the inter-
speaker differences in both sound arrival time and sound
level are likely to increase due to several factors, including
different sound traveling distances, different audio output
power, and different sound effects.

• Dynamically-changing device layouts. In mobile envi-
ronments, users and/or devices are expected to move, even
while MMA applications are in the middle of audio play-
back. Such a move can make it necessary to re-configure
loudspeakers for better sound reproduction. This leads to
sense acoustic environments and coordinate speakers in a
continuous and seamless fashion, without distracting users.

• Little support of commodity mobile devices. Commodity
mobile devices do not offer tight timing guarantees on the
operation of playing audio signals, and thus systematically
incur large and unpredictable time delays. Such a limited
timing support generally causes an unintended sound ar-
rival time difference of high magnitude and high variance
between devices.

AMAC SYSTEM DESIGN
The main design goal of AMAC, our adaptive mobile au-
dio coordination system, is to provide an abstraction of ideal
sound environments to MMA applications. In other words,
AMAC aims to provide the API, on top of which MMA ap-
plications deliver rich sound features as if users are listening
with fine-tuned audio system, regardless of heterogeneous de-
vices, irregular layouts, or different room acoustics they have.

To this end, AMAC is designed to conduct an adaptive, au-
tomated, and real-time coordination for immersive sound ef-
fects. Importantly, it addresses two main factors: sound ar-
rival time and sound arrival level. The key method for coordi-
nating such factors is to construct a feedback control system
using acoustic control signal. AMAC observes what kind of
changes are made while the control signal travels through the
real-world mobile environments. Based on the observation,
AMAC adaptively adjusts the arrival time and the sound level
to reproduce designated sound effects.

Overview
The AMAC system consists of two types of entities; one or
more audio players, and a single coordinator.

Each player is assumed to have its own audio stream to play
through its loudspeaker. For instance, six players can have
its own audio signal on each different channel of 5.1 channel
surround sound. The key goal of the coordinator is to create
a listening sweet spot on a user’s location. So, it is placed
close to the listener and determines the playback start time
and sound level of each individual player in a way that the
sounds emanating from individual players arrive at the coor-
dinator at designated arrival times and with sound levels as
accurately as possible no matter which speaker type, which
speaker layout, and which room acoustic features.

Towards the goal, the coordination process proceeds as fol-
lows: First, all players transmit coherent acoustic control sig-
nals to the coordinator to capture acoustic characteristics of
mobile environments. Next, in order to adapt to the given en-
vironments, the coordinator adjusts the playback start time
of each player and constructs a finite impulse response (FIR)
filter to tune the level of the sound from each player. Upon
receiving the playback start time and the FIR filter from the
coordinator, each player begins playing back its own audio
stream at the designated time while transforming the stream
through the given filter. The transmission and adjustment are
processed once at an initial coordination stage, and then, reg-
ularly repeated with inaudible acoustic signals during play-
back to cope with the dynamically-changing environment.
Acoustic control signal
AMAC makes use of acoustic control signals to measure the
two types of acoustic responses: impulse and frequency re-
sponses. An impulse response shows the sound transfer pro-
cess as an energy-time function. On the other hand, a fre-
quency response offers the frequency-specific magnitude of
a sound, i.e., how loudly a sound wave arrives at each fre-
quency. We explain later how to determine appropriate play-
back start time and sound level for each player, based on im-
pulse and frequency response measurements.

MLS control signal. As an acoustic control signal, AMAC
employs a maximum length sequence (MLS), which is widely
used for acoustic measurements in many different application
fields [6]. The MLS signal offers several benefits for MMA
scenarios. (1) Accuracy. The MLS signal makes it possible to
obtain an accurate impulse response even in the presence of
noise and reflections. The MLS signal consists of a full range
of frequencies with a flat spectrum, and its auto-correlation
function is essentially unit-impulse. This allows to obtain an
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Figure 1: A computation phase of acoustic sound arrival time
and level measurement.

accurate impulse response for a full range of frequencies by
cross-correlation. (2) Efficiency. In general, it is computation-
ally heavy to calculate the impulse response through cross-
correlation. However, the MLS signal enables to do it in a
more computationally efficient way. Cohn et al. [11] showed
the equivalence of the MLS signal to the Walsh-Hadamard
transform. This relationship allows an impulse response to
be computed by a modified fast Walsh-Hadamard transform
(FWHT), lowering a computational complexity from O(K2)
to O(K logK), where K is the length of a signal.

Sound Arrival Time & Level Measurements
AMAC performs sound arrival time and level measurements
in three steps: preliminary, transmission, and computation
steps. In the preliminary step, the coordinator and players
synchronize their clock times in a coarser-grained level. In the
transmission step, players send MLS signals to the coordina-
tor, and in the computation phase, the coordinator calculates
impulse and frequency responses from the signals to measure
sound arrival times and levels.

Preliminary step. In the preliminary step, AMAC seeks to
reduce initial clock time differences between the coordinator
and players through a network-based clock synchronization
method, called NTP (Network Time Protocol) [23]. In many
cases, NTP supports the synchronization accuracy in the or-
der of tens of millisecond [24].

Transmission step. The coordinator requests each player Pi

to transmit a MLS signal at time TR
i at their maximum out-

put power. AMAC seeks to arrange a different time TR
i for

each Pi in order to avoid time-aliasing errors due to the over-
lap of different MLS signals. There are many reasons for the
overlap between the signals. For example, with the coarse-
grained clock synchronization in the preliminary step, the ac-
tual transmission of Pi can happen some time before or after
TR
i with an error in the order of tens of millisecond. In addi-

tion, since sound waves experience reflection, the reverbera-
tion of one signal can overlap with another. In most common
places for in-situ sound reproduction, the reverberation time
would be no longer than 1 second. Considering these, AMAC
places two guards intervals, TG1 and TG2, before and after
TR
i , to prevent MLS signals from overlapping. Then, AMAC

arranges TR
i for each Pi as follows:

TR
i = TR

i−1 + TMLS + TG1 + TG2,

where TMLS is the time length of a MLS signal, TR
1 is equal

to the current time + TG1, and TG1 and TG2 are set to 0.5
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Figure 2: A sound arrival time difference on Android.

and 1 second(s), respectively. Then, the audio signal arriving
at the coordinator during [TR

i − TG1, TR
i + TMLS + TG2]

is considered as the received MLS signal of Pi.

Computation step. Upon receiving the MLS signals from all
the players, the coordinator computes impulse and frequency
responses from each signal (see Figure 1). An impulse re-
sponse of Pi is derived from the received MLS signal through
a signal processing mechanism, i.e., FWHT. Since the re-
sponse is represented as the energy-time function of sound
transmission, it has a maximum peak value when the sound
arrives directly (without any reflection) and becomes lower
with reverberation. This allows to pinpoint the actual arrival
time (TA

i ) of the MLS signal that Pi transmits, as follows:

TA
i = TR

i − TG1 + TPT
i ,

where TPT
i indicates the time instant at which the ampli-

tude of Pi’s MLS signal has the peak value. The measured
response is also transformed into frequency domain, i.e., a
frequency response, by applying the fast Fourier transform
to calculate sound level of Pi. As discussed, the frequency re-
sponse provides the loudness of Pi as a function of frequency.
So, AMAC gets a sound arrival level at frequency f , LA

i (f),
from the frequency response.

AMAC SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the implementation of AMAC on
commodity mobile devices, sharing some specific implemen-
tation details.

Sound Arrival Time Coordination
As discussed, the difference in sound arrival time is one of
the key factors for high-quality sound reproduction. In this
subsection, we present the synchronization techniques to en-
able sound arrival time coordination with a great amount of
accuracy on commodity mobile devices.

The propagation delay TD
i of each player Pi is defined as the

time required for a sound to travel from Pi to the coordinator,
and it can be estimated as

TD
i = TA

i − TR
i .

Depending on the speaker layout, room acoustic effects, and
audio playing latency, individual players can have different
propagation delays to the coordinator, leading to different
arrival times even though they emit sounds simultaneously.
In order to compensate for different propagation delays, the
coordinator determines the playback start time TS

i of each
player Pi as follows

TS
i = T ∗i − TD

i ,

where T ∗i is the playback start time for a designated immer-
sive acoustic effect from the coordinator’s viewpoint (e.g., 2



seconds after the current time). This way, all the sounds em-
anating from individual players Pi at TS

i arrive at the coordi-
nator at T ∗i . In practice, however, it is not easy for Pi to emit
its own audio stream exactly at TS

i because of some technical
limitations on commodity mobile devices.

Limitations on Android platform. In Android, the most
widely used mobile platform, an API, called SoundPool, is
used for an audio playback. When SoundPool is called, it
takes four steps to handle the request; pre-processes the au-
dio stream source, wakes the loudspeaker up, writes pre-
processed source to the audio device buffer, and reads the
buffer to emit audio stream.

The first problem here is an unpredictable pre-processing
time. Since Android tries to pre-process as fast as possible,
the latency becomes arbitrarily distributed according to the
system’s current status (e.g., the degree of resource com-
petition with other applications). Although the latency can
sometimes be very low, such randomness is not appropriate
for synchronization purpose. Figure 2 shows the sound ar-
rival time difference between two devices running Android.
For each device, we first perform clock synchronization with
NTP. Devices then emit the MLS signal 50 times by using
SoundPool, and we measure the sound arrival time differ-
ences. Note that the sound arrival times are randomly dis-
tributed in a large interval [68µs, 35,760µs].

Second, a large amount of delay is unpredictably introduced
to wake up loudspeakers when they are not ready. For energy
efficiency, Android forces loudspeakers to sleep when their
playbacks finish. The problem is that in AMAC, loudspeakers
are required to emit sound twice in a consecutive manner; one
for measurement (i.e., the transmission step), and another for
actual audio playback. Although loudspeakers will be used
right after measurement, they are forced to sleep during the
computation step because Android is not aware of the nature
of AMAC. Thereby, AMAC needlessly becomes to go through
tens of milliseconds to wake the loudspeaker up again.

Last, the device buffer does not immediately read the audio
source. The audio device driver checks an empty buffer peri-
odically (e.g., every 5ms on Nexus 4). Because the buffer is
empty during the computation step, the audio source written
between the checking periods is delayed to play until the next
buffer check. Similar to other problems, this makes it difficult
to provide a fine-grained control of a playback start time.

A new audio API for a predictable sound reproduce.
AMAC solves above problems by adding a new audio play-
back API called StableSoundPool. As explained, the origi-
nal pre-processing routine takes up to 36ms. Thereby, Sta-
bleSoundPool gives an enough preparation time interval TP

i
(e.g., 100ms) for pre-processing, so that AMAC is able to
write the audio stream to the buffer in a predictable manner.

Next, StableSoundPool solves the other two problems in a
simple, yet effective way. Until the actual playback gets
started, StableSoundPool writes zeroed data to the audio
buffer. It not only enforces loudspeakers to emit a mute sound,
but prevents their needless sleep so that the device driver im-
mediately reads the audio stream.
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Figure 3: The sound arrival levels of the sounds emanating
from different phones but traveling along the same path.

Since the pre-processing time is now stable and additional
wake-up delays are removed, AMAC is able to consistently
maintain playback start time as TS

i + TP
i .

Sound Arrival Level Coordination
In addition to the difference in arrival time, another most im-
portant factor for immersive sound reproduction is the vari-
ance in sound arrival level. In this section, we describe chal-
lenges for sound level coordination in mobile environments
and present our equalization-based approach to address them.

Challenges. Mobile environments raise many challenges for
accurate sound arrival level coordination, such as device het-
erogeneity and layout irregularity. Heterogeneous devices are
typically equipped with their own loudspeakers that have dif-
ferent audio output capabilities, as illustrated in Figure 3. In
the figure, three different phones are shown to produce differ-
ent sound arrival levels when emitting the same audio signal
along the same path at their full audio output powers. For in-
stance, Nexus S generates a larger arrival level than Galaxy
S2 in the frequency range of [5.4kHz, 9.3kHz], but vice versa
in other ranges (i.e., higher than 9.3kHz).

Irregular device layouts yield different distances between the
coordinator and players. Since the signal strength decreases
inversely proportional to the traveling distance, even homoge-
neous loudspeakers can produce different sound arrival levels
when placed with different distances from a listener. How-
ever, the inverse-distance law is not valid in most real situa-
tions, in which each sound wave goes through various acous-
tic effects, such as diffraction and reflection. Therefore, the
level coordination should include the extra-compensation of
nonidentical frequency responses due to these acoustic effects
as well as the device heterogeneity.

Level Equalization. For the sound arrival level coordina-
tion, AMAC makes the use of finite impulse response (FIR)
filters that enable the frequency-specific sound arrival level
control. A coordinator adaptively constructs the FIR filter of
each player based on the sound arrival level measurements,
and each player applies the filter to its own audio stream. In
the acoustic measurement, each player Pi emits the coher-
ent MLS signal at its own maximum output power, and the
coordinator measures the sound arrival level LA

i (f) of every
frequency f . Since Pi cannot make more amplified sound ar-
rival level than LA

i (f) at each frequency f , the coordinator
computes a desired additional sound level decay LD

i (f) for
the equalization as

LD
i (f) = min

∀j
[LA

j (f)]− LA
i (f).



Based on this, sound arrival levels can be equalized without
any amplification. However, such LD

i (f) can cause substan-
tial de-amplification, leading to some significant degradation
to user experience. For example, in Figure 3, Nexus S experi-
ences a sudden fall in the sound arrival level at frequency of
11kHz since the loudspeaker of the device emits nearly muted
sound at the frequency. Because such hardware-driven limi-
tation could make all devices extremely attenuate the signal
strength, we find the deep valleys by using the zero-tracking
mechanism and do not select them as the minimum level.

A FIR filter Fi is constructed based on the additional sound
level decay LD

i (f). If each player emits the sound wave ap-
plying LD

i (f) of every frequency f to its audio stream, the
wave would experience the exact same degree of sound level
decay with others during transmission and arrive maintaining
designated arrival level differences. Thus, we construct Fi, a
filter for each player, as a set of LD

i (f) for ∀f . At this mo-
ment, since an audio stream is represented in time domain,
the filter of frequency domain should be transformed so as to
be applied to the stream. So, the coordinator translates it into
time domain by applying the inverse fast Fourier transform.

Continuous Audio Coordination
In conventional acoustic environments, it is assumed that
users listen to music on a pre-defined sweet spot, played by
loudspeakers in fixed locations. In mobile scenarios, how-
ever, such an assumption is unrealistic since both listeners
and playing devices can be freely moved. Thereby, AMAC
introduces a continuous audio coordination for better user ex-
periences in dynamically changing sound environments. This
continuous coordination is also useful to compensate for pos-
sible clock drifts caused by different clock speeds of devices.

Continuous acoustic measurement. As previously de-
scribed, AMAC makes use of an acoustic control signal to
capture acoustic characteristics before the playback starts. Al-
though this measurement is essential for coordination, the sig-
nal currently used is undesirable for continuous measurement
due to its noisy sound. As a solution to minimize such in-
terferences, AMAC uses an inaudible acoustic signal for con-
tinuous coordination. First, the signal is modulated into an in-
audible range of frequencies [19.2k, 24kHz]. A player merges
the inaudible signal with its audio stream when the continu-
ous coordination is required. At this time, to send out the sig-
nal more clearly, the player attenuates its stream by applying a
low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency, 19.2kHz. A coordina-
tor then extracts the inaudible signal from a transmitted sound
by filtering out low frequencies [0, 19.2kHz], and computes
impulse response of each player.

Continuous sound arrival time synchronization. Based
on the acoustic response measurement, AMAC synchronizes
sound arrival time of each player by delaying or skipping the
audio stream. Let TD

i (k) denote a propagation delay of each
player Pi for k-th measurement, where TD

i (0) is an initial
propagation delay. At the initial coordination stage, AMAC
compensates for different propagation delays of each player
by computing the playback start time TS

i based on TD
i (0). To

keep the initially synchronized sound, additional compensa-
tion time TC

i is determined as

TC
i = TD

i (k)− TD
i (k − 1).

Finally, Pi adjusts its audio stream based on TC
i ; it inserts

zeroed data into the playback sample when TC
i is negative

(i.e., the stream is faster than the initial), or skips the sample
by some amount when TC

i is positive.

Continuous sound level equalization. While using inaudi-
ble signal does not affect the accuracy of sound arrival time
synchronization, it does influence the correctness of sound
level equalization. Since inaudible signals have some portions
of frequencies filtered out, AMAC cannot accurately mea-
sure acoustic effects such as sound diffraction and reflection.
Thus, unlike initial coordination which compensates various
sound environments, AMAC is forced to only consider the
distance attenuation for continuous coordination. At every co-
ordination, a distance between a coordinator and each player
is measured based on the sound arrival time [26]. Let Di(k)
denote a distance of Pi measured at the kth continuous coor-
dination, where Di(0) is an initial distance. According to the
inverse-distance law, the compensation volume V C

i is com-
puted as Di(k)/Di(0). The volume is then normalized to the
maximum volume among players, because a simple amplifi-
cation of sound level can cause a distortion. To this end, Pi

applies the volume to its audio stream, and solves the distance
attenuation during playback. Note that AMAC can achieve the
more equalized sound if it uses audible signals. In the evalu-
ation section, we describe such tradeoffs in more detail.

DEPLOYMENT
We implemented a prototype of AMAC on commodity smart-
phones (e.g., Nexus 4, Nexus S, and Nexus 10) running An-
droid 4.2.2. In addition, we implemented a MMA application,
MobileTheater, on top of AMAC API.

System Configuration. Each player transmits the MLS sig-
nal at a rate of 48kHz. As discussed, to accurately capture
the sound transfer process, the MLS signal is 1.3 second long
with 64k 16-bit signed short integers in a full range of fre-
quencies, [0, 24kHz]. On the other hand, for continuous coor-
dination, the inaudible MLS signal is used with the playback
time of 26ms having a limited range of frequencies, [19.2,
24kHz]. A coordinator records the sound at a rate of 48kHz
by using the MediaRecorder API of Android. From the mea-
sured signals, the coordinator constructs FIR filters that have
512 points for sound level equalization.

MobileTheater. MobileTheater playbacks a movie with 5.1
surround sound. It basically runs with six devices: five audio
players and one video player. The video player takes a role
of the coordinator while playing a video stream. MobileThe-
ater synchronizes time and equalizes sound level through
AMAC before starting playback. In the initialization stage,
each player is manually assigned its own speaker role to play
(e.g., center, left-front, or right-rear). The coordinator then
splits an audio source into 5 different audio streams accord-
ing to the roles of the players, and sends the audio streams
to corresponding players. The players start actual playback at
designated start times with continuous coordination. At this
time, since players starts playback with some delay, 100ms,
to avoid unpredictable latency, the video player also starts the
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Figure 4: Coordination accuracy in sound arrival time over
different distances. Numbers in parentheses are the distance
of fixed players and DC respectively.

same amount later than its given start time. This way, Mo-
bileTheater provides 5.1 surround sound in coordination un-
der AMAC.

EVALUATION
As explained, AMAC overcomes little support of commodity
mobile devices and is successfully deployed as a prototype.
In this section, we evaluate the capability of AMAC enabling
MMA applications to reproduce high quality sound using the
prototype and MobileTheater, with following metrics.
• Coordination Accuracy. How accurately does AMAC co-

ordinate sound arrival times and levels? Do AMAC operate
well in various environment, with dynamically-changing
position of players?
• User Experience. How well do the sounds be coordinated

on human’s ears? Do MMA applications based on AMAC
work in practice?

Experiment environments. We conducted experiments with
one coordinator (Nexus 10, Samsung, 2012) and five players
with two types (Nexus 4, LG, 2012 and Nexus S, Samsung,
2010). Since all the devices (Nexus 10, Nexus 4, Nexus S)
are open source Android smartphones, we were able to run
AMAC on them with some modifications of Android (e.g.,
StableSoundPool instead of SoundPool).

Most experiments were conducted in a classroom of 6.8m by
7.5m by 2.5m except for two cases. An experiment to see the
effect of various room acoustics was taken in four different
public areas. Also, user studies are performed in a park and
the classroom, which are common places to listen to music
with loudspeakers.
Experiments for Coordination Accuracy
In order to measure the coordination accuracy of AMAC, we
used 5.1 channel audio streams with six devices. We forced
a sound from a player Pi to be arrived at the coordinator, ex-
actly 3 seconds after the sound from Pi−1 is arrived, with the
same sound arrival level. In this way, we measured the differ-
ence between sound arrival time and level of each player, and
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Figure 5: Coordination accuracy in sound arrival level over
different distances.

calculated their coordination errors whether they have desig-
nated time and level differences (i.e., 3 seconds and 0dB).

For sound arrival time coordination, the comparable mecha-
nism used is NTP, the most popular network-based time syn-
chronization protocol. For each player Pi, we measured the
sound arrival time error over designated time, and took the
maximum error among all players as a result. We then created
box-and-whisker plot with a dataset formed over 50 trials, us-
ing the 5th and 95th percentile as the ends of whiskers.

For sound arrival level coordination, since there exists no
proper comparable mobile system, we considered commod-
ity phones (AMAC without sound level coordination) as the
baseline. Sound level measurements were performed in the
range of frequencies [1k, 15kHz], since there are unplayable
ranges [0, 1kHz] of commodity mobile devices within the
range of human audible frequencies [0, 15kHz]. For each
player Pi, we measured its sound arrival level, and gained
the maximum error by subtracting the smallest level from the
largest level among players. We then compiled statistics of
errors over all frequencies [1k, 15kHz] to obtain a graph.

We show that AMAC provides a highly accurate coordina-
tion on sound arrival time and level, adapting to various,
dynamically-changing mobile environments.

Irregular device layout. This experiment shows the effect
of irregular layouts to the sound arrival time and level coordi-
nation accuracy, by controlling distances between each player
and the controller. Among five players, two players were fixed
50cm away from the coordinator, and the other three players
were placed at a certain distanceDC away from the coordina-
tor. We conducted experiments with four layouts of different
DC’s (50cm, 100cm, 150cm, and 200cm), comparing NTP to
AMAC for time coordination and the baseline to AMAC for
level coordination.

Figure 4 indicates that the sound arrival time coordination er-
ror of NTP is steadily increasing as DC increases, in contrast
to the stable accuracy of AMAC. Since the acoustic signal
notifies the propagation delays to AMAC, it can adaptively
adjusts each player’s playback start time. It is worth noting
that in all cases, AMAC meets the timing requirement (i.e.,
1ms) for human auditory perception.

Figure 5 represents the coordination accuracy in sound ar-
rival level over irregular layouts. Since we used devices of
the same type (Nexus 4) which has similar acoustic charac-
teristics, unintended effects from heterogeneous loudspeakers



Indoor Outdoor
Place Noise (dBA) Place Noise (dBA)

Classroom [30.5, 48.8] Park [44, 67]
Cafe [64.9, 73.3] Street [67.1, 80.4]

Table 1: Four places for real-world experiments: two indoor
and two outdoor places with different noise levels. The in-
door places have many reflections while the outdoor places
are open space which is free from the reflections.
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Figure 6: Audio coordination in real environments

can be removed. As the figure shows, the error of baseline
keeps growing as DC increases while AMAC presents quite
constant errors (e.g., decreased by 8.4-22.8dB at the 95th per-
centile). These results show that AMAC supports more accu-
rately localized sound for human, even in irregular layouts.

Different room acoustics. This experiment evaluates how ro-
bust to room acoustics AMAC is in various real-world envi-
ronments. We conducted experiments on four different public
places as shown in Table 1. In order to observe the effect of
various noise levels and reflections, we chose a quiet place
and a noisy place for both indoor and outdoor environments.
Since some places did not have enough space, we created
a small layout; two players were located 30cm away from
the coordinator, while the other three had different distances
(50cm) to the coordinator.

Figure 6(a) shows that AMAC consistently provides the sound
arrival time accuracy of less than 120µs of error across all the
places. We note that NTP-based coordination never meets a
desired accuracy of 1ms of error in the experiments (the re-
sults are not shown due to page limitation). Figure 6(b) rep-
resents much better sound level coordination of AMAC com-
pared to the baseline. The figure shows that the coordination
error of AMAC in noisy places slightly increases compared to
quiet places (2.73dB for indoor and 1.96dB for outdoor at the
95th percentile). This indicates that AMAC is quite robust to
noise in many common public places.

Device heterogeneity. In this experiment, we show the ef-
fectiveness of AMAC in sound arrival time and level coor-
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Figure 7: Coordination accuracy in sound arrival level over
device heterogeneity.
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Figure 8: Coordination accuracy of sound arrival time coor-
dination in dynamic loudspeaker layouts.

dination on different devices. We used three Nexus 4’s and
two Nexus S’s for players, and placed them at the same dis-
tance (50cm) from the coordinator to solely focus on the de-
vice heterogeneity issue. Note that as we figured out device
heterogeneity did not affect the sound arrival time accuracy
much, we do not include the case due to space limit.

Figure 7 shows how the sound level error varies from 1kHz
to 15kHz, comparing the baseline (i.e., without sound level
coordination) to AMAC. In the figure, the baseline shows a
large degree of error in most frequencies with the median of
6.79dB, contrary to much lower errors, the median of 1.67dB,
of AMAC. Notice that there exists a large error shown at the
frequency of 10.9kHz in both the baseline and AMAC. As
discussed in the sound arrival level coordination section, this
large error is caused by the limitation of loudspeakers embed-
ded in mobile devices, and such deep valleys are disregarded
in AMAC to avoid an over-attenuation. Thus, AMAC provides
far greater accuracy in coordinating sound arrival level over
device heterogeneity but for the exceptional valley.

Dynamic sound environments. So far, we conducted exper-
iments on static environments. This experiment is to observe
how effectively AMAC deals with dynamically-changing sit-
uation, such as device location change during playback. In
the experiment, we initially located five homogeneous play-
ers (Nexus S) with the same distance (50cm) to the coordina-
tor. A few seconds after the audio stream played, we slowly
pushed one of the players away (from 17s to 20s and from
50cm to 150cm) to simulate user mobility.

For continuous time coordination, we measured changes of
the coordination errors during total playback, comparing
dynamic AMAC (i.e., coordinate every 1 second) to static
AMAC (i.e., coordinate once before playback). Figure 8
shows that the sound arrival time error of static AMAC in-
creases as the player moves, and it does not drop after the
movement. The final error of 3ms is far larger than the timing
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Figure 9: Coordination accuracy of sound arrival level coor-
dination in dynamic loudspeaker layouts. Parentheses means
the order of MLS signal.

(a) Indoor (classroom). (b) Outdoor (park)

Figure 10: The experiment places of our user study.

requirement of 1ms. In contrast, dynamic AMAC represents
nearly zero coordination error after the player stops moving,
while it also meets the timing requirement even during the
movement.

Figure 9 shows the effect and user interference of continuous
level coordination over different acoustic signals, compared
to static AMAC. We measured sound arrival level coordina-
tion errors after the movement of a player stops. Since static
AMAC keeps using a filter constructed at the initial time, it
suffers from high coordination error. For dynamic AMAC,
the figure shows that the level coordination error decreases
as the order of acoustic signal increases (i.e., emits longer
signal), while user interference time exponentially increases.
Dynamic AMAC with an inaudible signal also shows quite
better performance than static AMAC while not disturbing
users. However, it still has some non-negligible coordina-
tion errors, compared to AMAC with audible signals. Thus,
AMAC requires further optimization to dynamically reduce
the level coordination errors, without user interference.

User Study
We conducted a user study to evaluate the effect of AMAC on
users while experiencing MMA applications. The objective of
this study was to observe how AMAC affect the users’ sound
perception in various acoustic environments.

User study design. Thirty university participants (11 fe-
males) aged 21 to 29 years were selected to participate in
this experiment out of sixty applicants, since the participants
showed greater interests in music listening and video watch-
ing. Each participant was asked to use a MMA application,
MobileTheater, to listen to an instrumental song and watch
a video clip with 5.1 surround sound. MobileTheater ran on
five players (Nexus 4) and one coordinator (Nexus 10).

To encompass various acoustic environments, we conducted
the experiment with three different loudspeaker layouts and
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Figure 11: User experiences: spatial impression of sound.

two different places. We chose three representative layouts:
(i) regular where all the players were located with the same
distance (50cm) from the user, (ii) irregular where two play-
ers were placed with a further distance (100cm), and (iii) dy-
namic where two players were moved during the playback.
As shown in Figure 10, we selected two common places: (i) a
classroom as an indoor place with a moderate degree of sound
reflection but no public noise, and (ii) a park as an outdoor,
open place with little reflection but with more noise in public
([48.6, 75.9dBA]). Each participant experienced the experi-
ment for all the three layouts in either place (15 in the class-
room and the other 15 in the park).

Since there is no comparable system for sound arrival level
equalization, we compared AMAC to the baseline with NTP
clock synchronization and no level equalization. Participants
were designed to experience two different types of sound lis-
tening mode, with and without visual images. In the instru-
mental music case, all devices play the same audio stream
with the same speaker configuration, and participants were
asked to focus on directional balance of the sound. In the
video clip case, the video showed objects moving around
and presented 3D sound effects accordingly by adjusting the
sound level of each speaker, concentrating on locational accu-
racy and movement. After each experiment, participants were
requested to fill in a 5-point scale questionnaire, covering di-
rectional balance, locational accuracy, and movement. It was
written based on ITU-R recommendation [16], which sug-
gests well-known evaluation methods of sound system.

User study results. Through this experiment, we were able
to confirm some positive benefits of AMAC in reproducing
the sound with spatial impressions. Figure 11(a) compares
the users’ spatial impressions with AMAC to the baseline,
across three different device layouts and two different places.
In the regular layout case, the baseline is able to deliver audio
streams in some comparable sound levels enough to create
similar location accuracy and movement impressions. How-
ever, it is not able to maintain sound arrival times accurately,
and since an auditory event is dominantly localized by the



first-arriving sound, this leads to creating some biased direc-
tional balance (p < 0.03). In the irregular layout case, the
baseline is no longer able to maintain designated sound arrival
levels due to the different distances of devices. This results in
poor performance in producing accurate location and move-
ment impressions, compared to AMAC (p < 0.001). In the
dynamic layout case, AMAC is shown to maintain the spa-
tial impressions through continuous coordination, while the
baseline shows relatively poor performance.

Even though some participants had an uncomfortable feeling
in initialization process of AMAC (i.e., the noisy MLS signal
sound and about 30 seconds of initialization for six devices),
most of users were impressed by the benefits of AMAC with
the following comments: “a brand new experience that I’ve
never experienced before”, “feel like using better speakers”,
and “the sound was exactly consistent with an object mov-
ing”. One of the participants in the outdoor experiment said
“I didn’t even notice the (public) noise until mentioned”.

RELATED WORK
Audio engineering. The past few decades have seen a
proliferation of techniques in acoustic engineering to im-
prove sound reproduction quality with multiple loudspeakers
(see [2, 33] for more details). For example, sound spatializa-
tion has been introduced to control the perceived direction of
an auditory event for stereo sound systems, basically adjust-
ing the sound level difference between two loudspeakers (i.e.,
amplitude panning) based on the stereophonic law of sines [3]
and tangents [4]. The amplitude panning techniques are ex-
tended for two or more-channel surround sound systems [29].
Those amplitude panning methods commonly require that ho-
mogeneous loudspeakers be placed equally distant from lis-
teners in a sweet spot for optimum sound performance. As
such, under the implicit assumption of homogeneous and sta-
tionary speakers, most traditional acoustic engineering tech-
niques paid little attention to adapting to different, changing
situations, in which speakers are heterogeneous and placed
arbitrarily under various room acoustics conditions.

Nowadays many audio systems [1, 27, 31] provide off-line
calibration functions of loudspeaker layouts, and the develop-
ment of the state-of-the art equalization technique is not the
ultimate goal of this study. Although room response equal-
ization techniques are quite well-known [25, 19], most of the
equalization techniques are not suitable for the mobile listen-
ing scenario, in which the individual devices with nonidenti-
cal clock drifts are connected wirelessly and both the listener
and mobile devices can move during the audio playback. Pre-
vious example dealing with continuous time-synchronization
and equalization can be found from the work of Härmä [15],
in which individual gains and time delays between two loud-
speakers are continuously identified by comparing subband-
envelopes of the source and measured sound signals. Never-
theless, the matching technique is in question for the multi-
channel reproduction scenario for which multiple loudspeak-
ers are activated at the same time and produce a nonidentical
subband envelope at the listener position.

Clock synchronization. Traditionally, many researchers
have shown interests to synchronize devices in the wireless

network (see [32] for a survey). NTP [23] is the most popular
network-based time synchronization protocol. By exchang-
ing packets between a sender and receivers, the clock of re-
ceivers is adjusted to the received time. This scheme works
if the delay between sending and receiving packets is negli-
gible. However, due to the unpredictable nature of wireless
communication, NTP suffers from low precision of tens of
milliseconds. Others [12, 13] propose more precise (a few
µs) synchronization techniques. RBS [12] discards the non-
deterministic of the send time by using a receiver-receiver
synchronization algorithm. On the other hand, TPSN [13]
maintains the sender-receiver algorithm, but overcomes send
time errors using time stamps at MAC layer. If all devices
have the same propagation delay, such network-based syn-
chronization can achieve highly accurate coordination for the
sound arrival time. However, in realistic cases, irregular loud-
speaker layouts and different room acoustics lead a large
difference of the propagation delays. To this end, since the
network-based synchronization does not give any compensa-
tion for such difference, it fails to satisfy the desired timing
requirement.

Acoustic localization. Acoustic signal has been widely
used in mobile computing for distance measurement. Beep-
Beep [26] introduces the first use of acoustic signals for
phone-to-phone distance measurement. SwordFight [34] im-
proves accuracy and frequency for the support of mobile mo-
tion games. The signal also helps to provide centimeter res-
olution on infrastructure-based localization [22]. While such
studies focus on propagation delay for localization, this work
also considers sound level decay to sense the acoustic charac-
teristics of mobile listening environments.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation for
AMAC, which supports a new sound system abstraction that
hides acoustics-specific details in mobile listening environ-
ments. The key enabling techniques for this new abstraction
is a highly-accurate adaptive sound coordination in both time
and frequency domains, which provides APIs on top of which
a new emerging class of MMA applications, such as Mo-
bileTheater, can be built. Our experience with real users is
positive. MobileTheater on AMAC delivers a rich, immersive
listening experience. However, our work is a starting point
for a number of research directions. For example, AMAC em-
ploys inaudible acoustic signals for continuous coordination
while incurring no user interference. However, the use of in-
audible signals introduces some non-negligible coordination
errors, compared to the case where long audible signals are
used yet at the expense of disturbing users. Our future work
includes investigation of techniques to reduce coordination
errors without degrading user experience.
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